Kenko PowerSleep® Mask
Total relaxation for a great night’s sleep
·· Shaped-to-fit soft, breathable fabric makes it comfortable to wear
for hours
·· Small, compact, lightweight and portable, it comes with its own
travel pouch
·· DynaFlux® Magnetic Technology increases your natural energy field
·· Far-Infrared Technology for gentle warming and temperature regulation
·· Negative Ion Technology for more calming, natural sleep

Advanced energy technology

How to use

The Kenko PowerSleep Mask applies Nikken’s advanced energy
technologies to the head and eyes in a convenient way, as we often hold
tension around the eyes, which can lead to the appearance of premature
ageing. Combining DynaFlux® Technology to extend magnetic energy
around your head, Far-Infrared, and Negative Ion Technologies, the
Kenko Powersleep® Mask helps to calm your mind for deeper relaxation.

Wear mask directly over eyes. Use elastic straps to secure on head.

®

Care instructions
Hand wash in cold water with a mild detergent. Air dry at room
temperature indoors. Avoid ironing or twisting.

Reducing sleep disruption
There are a variety of reasons we can have trouble sleeping - artificial
light, working late, sleeping away from home. Perhaps your partner
works late at night and you can’t sleep due to the light from their laptop,
or the long summer nights mean you can’t fall asleep until it’s dark
outside. The Kenko PowerSleep® Mask helps to reduce light as a source
of disruption. Whether you’re on a plane, in a hotel room, on a train, or the
sunrise wakes you up through the curtains in the morning, the Kenko
PowerSleep® mask can be your sleep companion.

Technology

DynaFlux® Magnetic Technology, Negative Ion Technology, Far-Infrared Technology

Dimensions

H 10cm x L 20.5cm. Fully adjustable – one size fits all.

Magnet strength

800 – 1000 Gauss per magnet

Materials

Microfibre, ceramic-reflective and tourmaline fibres, ferrite, elastic

Outer fabric

100% Polyester (coated with Polyurethane)

Inner Fabric
and filling:

100% Polyester (with Tourmaline and ceramic fibers mixed in). Nickel free coating, 20mm (width) elastic band.
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